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Abstract. Cane sugar crystallization, which has both heat and mass transfer, is a very complex 
chemical and physical process. Due to the constraints of technical conditions, detection of crystals 
is mainly relied on artificial methods with disadvantages of low accuracy and subjective judgment 
errors. Application of image processing technology can achieve obtaining the particle information 
of crystals automatically. However, adhesive phenomenon of collected image is serious, which 
causes difficulties for the subsequent image recognition. According to the problem of difficulties in 
segmenting adhesive particles for sugar cane crystallization, an improved watershed segmentation 
algorithm is proposed in this paper. Adhesive particles are remained by using area threshold and 
shape factor, and the single-completed particles are removed temporarily. The seed points are 
optimized by distance transformation, thus obtaining the simplified particle image. By using 
watershed algorithm to segment the simplified particle image and overlapping the single-completed 
particles with segmented result, the final image segmentation result is obtained. Experimental 
results show that the improved watershed algorithm can eliminate the irregular details, area noise 
and isolated edge pixels effectively.  

1. Introduction 
Using image processing technology in the detection of crystals in sugar crystallization process, 

will help to realize real-time decision control. Because of the great viscosity between particles, the 
collected sugar crystallization particles image will appear mutual adhesion and overlapping 
phenomenon, which is unfavorable for subsequent feature extraction and related measurement [1-4]. 
Watershed algorithm is a classical image segmentation algorithm based on region segmentation. 
However, due to the influence of noise and regional details, traditional segmentation algorithm has 
many local minimal values, which causes serious over-segmentation easily [5]. Many scholars have 
proposed algorithms to solve over-segmentation problems, but all have much limitation. Bieniceki 
uses median filtering and Gaussian filtering to solve over-segmentation problems, but the edge 
information is usually kept poorly because above filtering techniques remove high frequency parts 
[6]. Y. R. You proposes a watershed segmentation algorithm for adhesive particles combined with 
distance transformation [7]. Hairs proposes a watershed segmentation algorithm to alleviate 
over-segmentation phenomenon based on region merging. But this algorithm causes too much small 
region, which influences its running speed because of large workload [8]. From above, image 
segmentation based on watershed has caused many research interests, but the problem of 
over-segmentation existing in adhesive particles is not solved well.  

According to the difficulties in segmenting adhesive particles for sugar cane crystallization, an 
improved watershed segmentation algorithm is proposed in this paper. Two parameters, which are 
shape factor and area threshold, is used to choose adhesive particles, and the single-completed 
particles are removed temporarily. The seed points are optimized by distance transformation, thus 
obtaining the simplified particle image. By using watershed algorithm to segment the simplified 
particle image and overlapping the single-completed particles with segmented result, the final 
image segmentation result is obtained. Experimental results show that the improved watershed 
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algorithm can eliminate the irregular details, area noise and isolated edge pixels effectively. And the 
crystal image with mutual adhesion can be segmented satisfactorily by this improved algorithm.  

2. Watershed Algorithm 
2.1 Watershed algorithm and its mathematical description 

Watershed algorithm is a classical algorithm based on mathematical morphology and region 
segmentation. Main goal of watershed algorithm is to identify the watershed. Supposed that there is 
hole in the position of each region’s minimum, water would rise from the hole at a uniform rate. 
When the water in different basins is aggregated, the dam will prevent them from polymerization. 
In other words, the water can only reach the top of the dam, and the boundaries correspond to the 
dividing lines of watershed. And the dividing lines are extracted from watershed algorithm [9].  

2.2 Watershed segmentation algorithm based on distance transformation for sugar cane 
crystals 

According to the morphology of the sugar cane crystals, distance transformation is carried out in 
the crystal particles image based on hole filling. Distance transformation is a method that can 
calculate the minimum distance from background to each pixel. Generally, Euclidean distance 
transformation is chosen to create gray gradient image. Although this method can segment adhesive 
particles, there are also much over-segmentation phenomenon. Segmentation results are shown as 
Fig. 1.  

   
(a) Original image (b) Seeds image after distance 

transformation 
(c) Watershed segmentation results 

Fig. 1. Watershed segmentation results of adhesive sugar cane crystals image based on distance transformation 
 

2.3 Watershed algorithm based on local minimal values 
Because some crystal particles have irregular shape, there are more than one seed in some area. 

According to the principle of watershed segmentation, one segmentation region will generate if 
there exists one local minimal value [10]. Therefore, if there exists many local minimal values in 
the crystal particle, over-segmentation will happen. The seed points belonging to the same particle 
should be merged into a region after seed points searching. Every two seed points are checked. As 
is shown in Eqs. (1)~(3), by judging whether their distance is bigger than 1.2 times of the bigger 

distance, the one which is smaller will be remained. Among them, 1k , 2k  represent two seed 

points of the same local area, and 3k  is a point of the boundary. 1 3k k , 2 3k k  represent the distance 
between two seed points and the boundary point.  

1 3 2 3,  E MAX k k k k= （ ） (1) 

1 2 1.2f k k E then T true< =  (2) 
else T false=  (3) 

If T  is true , these two seed points are in the same region. Otherwise they belong to different 
regions.  
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3. Improved Watershed Algorithm 
According to the problem of over-segmentation existed in traditional watershed algorithm, an 

improved watershed algorithm is proposed by this paper. Shape factor and area threshold are used 
to choose adhesive particles, and the single-completed particles are removed temporarily, which 
lays foundation to reduce over-segmentation. The whole improved watershed segmentation 
algorithm is shown as Fig. 2.  

Extract connected region

    Judge whether overlap 
exists or not based on  the shape factor 

and area threshold 

Extract overlapping 
crystal

Distance transformation

 Calculate seed points

Combine seed points

Watershed segmentation 
algorithm

 Image addition

Segmented image

Yes

No

 
Fig. 2. Improved watershed segmentation algorithm 

 

Chain code tracking method is taken to calculate the area and perimeter of twenty groups of 
adhesive particles and single-completed particles, and the shape factor is calculated as well. Sugar 

crystal area iS  is acquired through the line table, and the region area is acquired by cumulating 

length of the line, where jRX  and jLX  are the right point and left point of j th−  line. Sugar 

crystal perimeter iL  is acquired by calculating eight-connected chain code, where 1iN  and 2iN  

are the pixel number of the horizontal and vertical direction, and 3iN  is the pixel number of 3×3 
area in the diagonal direction. The shape factor is calculated by Eq 

2 / 4P L Sπ= . The final results 
are shown in Table 1. 
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Table. 1. Characteristic parameter results of sugar cane crystals 

Adhesive particles Non-adhesive particles 

No. Area/mm2 Piemeter/mm Shape factor No. Area/mm2 Piemeter/mm Shape factor 

1 0.411 2.792 0.663 1 0.206 1.420 1.286 
2 0.247 1.858 0.899 2 0.176 1.334 1.241 
3 0.336 2.382 0.745 3 0.240 1.677 1.072 
4 0.452 2.706 0.775 4 0.233 1.534 1.244 
5 0.651 3.820 0.560 5 0.235 1.505 1.300 
6 0.507 3.001 0.707 6 0.236 1.505 1.309 
7 0.414 2.792 0.668 7 0.210 1.648 0.971 
8 0.712 4.202 0.507 8 0.192 1.381 1.265 
9 0.569 3.430 0.607 9 0.209 1.458 1.234 

10 0.466 3.411 0.504 10 0.236 1.515 1.292 
11 1.229 7.012 0.314 11 0.162 1.277 1.251 
12 0.378 2.668 0.667 12 0.197 1.381 1.296 
13 0.479 2.792 0.772 13 0.211 1.448 1.264 
14 0.294 2.048 0.879 14 0.208 1.496 1.165 
15 0.295 2.458 0.614 15 0.208 1.496 1.165 
16 0.332 2.382 0.735 16 0.203 1.391 1.319 
17 0.293 1.953 0.967 17 0.211 1.486 1.202 
18 0.415 2.439 0.876 18 0.220 1.648 1.016 
19 0.332 2.382 0.735 19 0.203 1.477 1.169 
20 0.411 2.792 0.663 20 0.206 1.420 1.286 

From Table 1, the critical values of sugar crystal particles can be obtained with shape factor 
0.9f =  and mean area 0.7VS × . If the shape factor 0.9f <  and mean area 0.7VS S> × , these 

particles are adhesive. Otherwise they are single-completed. The judging laws are shown as Eqs. 
(4)~(6).  

( 0.7 ) & & 0.9Vif S S f> × <   (4) 
then K true=  (5) 

else K false=  (6) 
If K  is true , these particles are adhesive. Otherwise they are single-completed. 

4. Experimental Results and Analysis 
In order to prove the validity of this improved algorithm, a group of crystal particle images with 

adhesive phenomenon is collected by this paper. And this algorithm is tested in Matlab environment. 
After using image preprocessing algorithms, such as linear gray transformation and binarization, the 
improved watershed segmentation algorithm is run to segment adhesive particle image. 
Experimental results are shown as Fig. 3. Among them, Fig. 3(a) is the original image of crystal 
particles, and Fig. 3(b) is the extracted adhesive particles. Fig. 3(c) is the seeds image after distance 
transformation, and Fig. 3(d) is the same local seeds merging image. Fig. 3(e) is the segmentation 
image of adhesive particles, and Fig. 3(f) is the overlapping image of segmentation result and 
single-completed particles. By combining area threshold and shape factor to separate the 
single-completed particles, and taking watershed algorithm to segment the image based on distance 
transformation, the adhesive crystal particles is separated reasonably.  
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(a) Original image (b) Extracted adhesive 

particles image 
(c) Seeds image after distance 

transformation 

   
(d) Same local seeds merging 

image (e) Watershed segmentation image 
(f) Overlapping image of 
segmentation result and 

single-completed particles 
Fig. 3. Results of improved watershed algorithm 

 In order to better analyze the experimental results, two evaluation parameters are defined as Eqs. 
(7) and (8), and especially, the performance of segmentation result is decided by subjective visual 
evaluation.   

1 1 /R N N=    (7) 

 2 1 /R S S=   (8) 

1R  is the over-segmentation rate. 1N  is the number of over-segmented particles by this 

proposed algorithm. N  is the total number of particles. 2R  is the removal rate. 1S  is the number 
of removed adhesive particles actually by this improved algorithm. S  is the number of particles 
that should be removed by subjective judgment.  

The experimental results are shown as Table 2. It can be seen that this improved algorithm has a 
remarkable result in reducing over-segmentation rate and increasing removal rate. What’s more, this 
proposed algorithm can eliminate over-segmentation phenomenon for different morphological 
particles.  

Table 2. Compared results 
 Traditional watershed algorithm Improved watershed algorithm 

Over-segmentation rate 1R  37.3% 3.5% 

Removal rate 2R  78.9% 92.2% 

5. Conclusion 
According to the over-segmentation problems existing in the adhesive particles image, an 

improved algorithm is proposed based on distance transformation and two parameters, which are 
shape factor and area threshold. These two parameters are used to choose adhesive particles, and the 
single-completed particles are removed temporarily. The seed points are optimized by distance 
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transformation, thus obtaining the simplified particle image. By using watershed algorithm to 
segment the simplified particle image and overlapping the single-completed particles with 
segmented result, the final image segmentation result is obtained. Compared with traditional 
watershed, this improved algorithm reduces over-segmentation and is more suitable to segment 
adhesive crystal particles image. Experimental results show that the improved watershed algorithm 
can eliminate the irregular details, area noise and isolated edge pixels effectively.  
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